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NATIONAL MISSION FOR CLEAN GANGA (NMCG)

NMCG is the implementation wing of National Ganga Council which was setup 

in October 2016 under the River Ganga Authority order 2016. Initially NMCG was 

registered as a society on 12th August 2011 under the Societies Registration Act 1860. It 

acted as implementation arm of National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA) which 

was constituted under the provisions of the Environment (Protection) Act (EPA) 1986. 

NGRBA has since been dissolved with effect from the 7th October 2016, consequent to 

constitution of National Council for Rejuvenation, Protection and Management of River 

Ganga (referred to as National Ganga Council). 

www.nmcg.in

CENTRE FOR GANGA RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT AND STUDIES (cGanga)

cGanga is a think tank formed under the aegis of NMCG, and one of its stated objectives 

is to make India a world leader in river and water science. The Centre is headquartered 

at IIT Kanpur and has representation from most leading science and technological 

institutes of the country. cGanga’s mandate is to serve as think-tank in implementation 

and dynamic evolution of Ganga River Basin Management Plan (GRBMP) prepared by 

the Consortium of 7 IITs. In addition to this it is also responsible for introducing new 

technologies, innovations and solutions into India.

www.cganga.org
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Ganga river in 
Himalayas mountains
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THE RIVER Ganga, along with her many 

tributaries, has been the source of 

physical and spiritual sustenance of Indian 

civilisation for millennia. And all through 

the ages, Indians held the munificent River 

Ganga as a Divine Body and the flow of 

River Ganga as the flow of Divinity. 

To the Indian mind, River Ganga is

not only the holiest of rivers and purifier 

of mortal beings, but also a living 

Goddess—”MOTHER GANGA”. Her 

exalted status in Indian consciousness is 

encapsulated in the evocative words of 

Lord Sri Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita as:  

River 
Ganga in 
Indian 
Consciousness
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bhaGaVad Gita, Verse 31, chapter 10

amonG thinGs 
that purify, 

I AM THE WIND; 
of the wielders 

of weapons, 
I AM RAMA;

of the water creatures, 
I AM THE CROCODILE;

and of riVers, 
I AM GANGA.
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THE basic approach of Grbmp is: “Apply modern science 

and technology in conjunction with traditional wisdom”.

MODERN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
the Ganga river basin comprises valuable physical 

resources (such as soil and water) and biotic resources 

(plants, animals and micro-organisms) in a dynamic 

balance achieved over millennia. the river network, the 

numerous surface water bodies and the groundwater 

in the basin are closely interconnected by hydrological 

linkages (such as surface runoff, groundwater flow, river 

flooding, and local evapotranspiration-precipitation cycles) 

as well as ecological connections (from complex food 

webs to activities of biological agents). thus, functionally, 

the basin is a closely interactive natural resource system 

in which the hydrological-ecological linkages provide 

for extensive material and energy transfer along with 

intricate biophysical communication between the river 

and her basin. hence, interactive resource dynamics 

governs the health of both the basin and the river system. 

but, numerous and ever-changing human activities 

have rendered a new dimension to the basin dynamics. 

thus, scientific evaluation of the status of the Ganga 

river network, its causal connection to natural and 

anthropogenic activities in river system and the basin, and 

the planning of appropriate technological interventions to 

reverse or arrest the river’s degradation lie at the core of 

Ganga river basin management plan (Grbmp).

TRADITIONAL WISDOM
river Ganga’s water quality is abysmal at present, 

posing a grave threat to health and life. but tradition 

has it that the properties of the river waters in earlier 

times were remarkable for their life-giving properties. 

and there were strictures on how the river should be 

treated by humans. such strictures got diluted over 

time. but, their environmental significance should be 

obvious to the modern mind. and they convey a sense 

of deep respect for river Ganga. thus, their essential 

wisdom, plus the common man’s faith in the river’s 

eternal qualities form the basis of a convergence 

of ideas and concerns that permeate the river’s 

management plan. a few examples of traditional 

ikjaifjd Kku ds lkFk vk/kqfud foKku vkSj izkS|ksfxdh
tu Kku $ Kku /kkjk

health 
of Ganga river 

vis-a-vis 
impacts

Health of

water-bodies
Ecosystem 

services

Agriculture 
& food 

security
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GRBMP
IMPLEMENTATION  

CHALLENGES

Striking a Balance Industry

Approach to Ganga 
River Basin 
Management Plan 
(GRBMP)
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citations on river Ganga are presented as follows:

EXAMPLE-1
Ganga River’s water quality in ancient literature
Ganga river’s water quality had been acclaimed in ancient 

times. its life-giving and healing qualities are evident 

from the following description in   (~300 ad) meaning 

“the qualities of Ganga water are: coolness, sweetness, 

transparency, high tonic property, wholesomeness, 

potability, ability to remove evils, ability to resuscitate 

from swoon caused by dehydration, digestive property 

and ability to retain wisdom”:

vL;k tYL; xq.kk% ‘khrRoe~]LoknqRoe] LoNRoe] 
vR;Ur:P;Roe~] iFrRoe~] ikouRoe~] ikigkfjRoe~] 
r`”.kkeksg/oalRoe~] nhiuRoe] izKk/kkfjRoap] bfr jktfu?kZ.V%

EXAMPLE-2
Simple instructions to people for 
conserving the river
each river has its own complex eco-hydro-morphological 

dynamics that is beyond popular comprehension. but, 

if related to faith, their actions can not only protect the 

rivers but also ensure their own safety. thus, the following 

ancient edict prohibits thirteen types of human actions, 

combining physical restrictions and moral injunctions 

to ensure preservation of river Ganga as well as the 

safety of humans: (1) defecation, (2) gargling, (3) throwing 

of used floral offerings, (4) rubbing of filth, (5) flowing 

bodies (human or animal), (6) frolicking, (7) acceptance 

of donations, (8) obscenity, (9) considering other shrines 

to be superior, (10) praising other shrines, (11) discarding 

garments, (12) bathing, and (13) making noise.

xaxka iq.;tyka izkI; =;ksn’k footZ;sr~A 
‘kkSpekpeua lsda fuekZY;a ey?k”kZ.ke~A
xkrzlaokgua ØhM+ka izfrxzgeFkksjfre~A 
vU;rhFkZjfrpSo% vU;rhFkZ iz’kalue~A
oL=R;kxeFkk?kkra lUrkjap fo’ks”kr%AA

EXAMPLE-3
Conveying complex phenomena and river 
ecosystems to people through faith
rivers have different eco-hydro-morphological 

characteristics that are difficult to understand. but a 

sense of this complexity can be easily communicated to 

common people through faith. thus:

f=f�% lkjLora rks;a lIrkgsu rq ;keque~A
l|% iqukfr xkaxs;a n’kZuknso ukeZne~AA
¼eRL; iqjk.k 185@10&11½

A sin of a human being is purified by taking bath in the 

Holy River Saraswati for three days, in Holy River Yamuna 

for one week and the Holy River Ganga in one dip. 

However, all sins of human beings are purified only by 

viewing the Holy River Narmada.

- Matsya Puran, 185/10-11

Diseases 
& healthcare

Floods 
& droughts

Water 
supply & 

sanitation
Energy

THE GANGA 
basin extends  

oVer an area of 
1.08 MILLION 

square kilometer 
and is home to 

OVER 625 MILLION 
people
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Challenges 
and Opportunities

DESPITE being nationally revered, river Ganga has 

been deteriorating over a long time. it may have started 

noticeably due to large scale water abstractions by canals 

that began in the mid-nineteenth century. but, with 

harmful and increasingly diverse anthropogenic activities 

in her basin, the degradation gradually became multi-

faceted. and such harmful activities have accelerated in 

recent decades, while limited attempts to keep the river 

healthy through conventional pollution control methods 

have proved ineffective. the direct impact of the river’s 

degradation on humans have been the significant losses 

of her “ecosystem services” namely, provisioning services 

(e.g. food, fresh-water, fibres), regulating services (e.g. 

flood attenuation, groundwater recharge, prevention of 

salt water intrusion), supporting services (e.g. nutrient 

recycling, soil formation, biodiversity maintenance), and 

cultural services (e.g. recreation, spiritual fulfilment).

the proliferation and diversification of harmful human 

activities led to rapid degradation of national river Ganga 

and her basin since the twentieth century.

the reasons for the degradation can be broadly classified 

in five main groups, viz.: (i) over-use of natural resources 

of the basin; (ii) discharge of pollutants; (iii) reduction 

in water-holding capacities and replenishment of water 

bodies; (iv) mutilation of rivers by piecemeal engineering 

operations; and (v) threats to geological processes in 

the basin. the major human activities causing the above 

damages may also be clubbed under five main heads 

as shown in adjacent figure, viz.: (i) industrialisation, (ii) 

urbanisation, (iii) lifestyle changes, (iv) agriculture & 

other rural activities, and (v) deforestation/ denudation. 

this broad grouping, however, indicates only the key 

factors underlying basin degradation.

devising appropriate remedial interventions to counter-

balance them requires in-depth analysis of the problems 

that provide the thrust of Grbmp’s investigation. 

THE PROLIFERATION 
and diVersification 

of harmful 
HUMAN ACTIVITIES 

has led to rapid 
deGradation 

OF NATIONAL RIVER 
GanGa and her 
basin since the 

TWENTIETH CENTURY

V i s i o n  G a n G a  • 201710
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The Ganga River Basin in Indian Territory
The largest river basin in India in terms of 

catchment area, which constitutes 27% of the country’s 

land mass and supports about 47% of its population. 

The basin is spread over 11 states
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Industrialisation01

Urbanisation02

Lifestyle Changes03

Agriculture and 
other Rural Activities04

Deforestation/ 
Denudation05

River
Mutiliation

Water Under- 
Replenishment

Geologic
Disruption

Pollution
Overload

Resource
Overuse

GaNGa
RiveR BasiN

Five Major Degradation Factors and their Anthropogenic Causes
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Human-Health 
Risk through 
Bathing in 
River Ganga  

Red circles show 
locations where 
Ganga River 
water quality is of 
serious concern 
for bathing.

Ganga: The River to Heaven and for Livelihood
The Ganga River is one of the most sacred of the world’s rivers but excessive abstraction 

of water and pollution is threatening her health and development in the basin.

27%

Drainage area of the 
river covers nearly 27% of 

the total geographical 
area of india. 

Major part of basin in indian 
territory is covered with 

agricultural land accounting 
to 65.57% of the total 

area and 3.47% of the basin is 
covered by water bodies.

65%

With 35.5% of the total water input in 
terms of precipitation, and covering only 27% of 

india’s geographical area, Ganga River Basin 
is the second most water stressed basin 
having 39% of average per capita annual 

rainwater input amongst major indian River 
Basins, next to the sabarmati Basin.
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Untreated 
Sewage Flow 
into Ganga 
and Yamuna
While 100% of 

sewage generated 

in the portion of 

the basin lying in  

Jharkhand state 

flows untreated into 

Ganga, Jharkhand 

is the least 

polluting state.

100% 89% 77% 57% 52% 36% 34% 

JharkhandBiharWest BengalUttar PradeshUttarakhandDelhi Haryana

(State-wise estimates 

of untreated sewage in 

sampled towns)

Sewage 
Discharged

3,270

1,252

700

637

136

102

Delhi

Uttar Pradesh

West Bengal

Bihar

Uttarakhand

Haryana

Jharkhand 12

(Figures in million litres per day)

Hydro Electric 
Power Projects 
(HEPPs) & 
Fragmentation 
of Rivers

Operational

Under Construction

awaiting Clearances

Discontinued

Bheem Gauda Barrage

LE
G
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N

D

<10 MW

10-99 MW

100-499 MW

>499 MW

Upper Ganga segment

HEPPs

HEPPs
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Vision for 
River Ganga

IN ORDER to preserve and invigorate national river 

Ganga, her essential character first needs to be grasped 

in a holistic manner. after extensive reviews of literature, 

research, in-house discussions and consultations with 

stakeholders, the “wholesomeness of national river 

Ganga”, viewed from a dynamic perspective, was 

determined in Grbmp to be the sanctity of the river 

system imbibed in the following four points:

I. “Aviral Dhara” (Uninterrupted Flow)
the flow of water, sediments and other natural 

constituents of river Ganga are continuous and adequate 

over the entire length of the river throughout the year. 

hence in-stream barriers, water diversions and barriers to 

surface runoff must be regulated.

II. “Nirmal Dhara” (Unpolluted Flow)
the flow in the Ganga river network is bereft of 

manmade pollution. hence the river waters in present 

times should also not be sullied by polluting human 

activities.

III. Geologic Entity
the Ganga river system is the earth’s creations of 

ancient times, which may not be reparable if damaged. 

the geological integrity of the entire basin must therefore 

be protected.

IV. Ecological Entity
the Ganga river system is a delicately structured 

balance between various living species and the physical 

environment, achieved by nature over thousands of 

years and vulnerable to irreversible changes. over-

exploitation and unhealthy interferences with the 

biophysical resources of the river system must therefore 

be abandoned outright.

1
Aviral Dhara 

(Uninterrupted 
Flow)

2
Nirmal Dhara 
(Unpolluted 

Flow)

3
Geologic

Entity

4
Ecological 

Entity

WHOlesOMeNess 
OF RiveR GaNGa

THE RIVER IS 
more than 

2500 km lonG, 
binds fiVe 

STATES TOGETHER 
alonG its main 

stem and 
eleVen in her 
ENTIRE BASIN

V i s i o n  G a n G a  • 201714
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Objectives 
of Ganga River 
Management

BASED ON the vision and societal needs, the 

main objectives of Ganga river management have been 

identified as the following:

a. environmental flows shall be maintained in all rivers 

and tributaries of Ganga river system to fulfil their 

geological, ecological, socio-economic and cultural 

functions.

b. water quality in all rivers and tributaries of Ganga 

river system shall be consistent with their governing 

geological, ecological, socio-economic and cultural 

functions.

c. water and other aquatic resources of the Ganga river 

system shall be used judiciously to enable sustainable 

development in the entire basin.

d. all existing, ongoing and planned anthropogenic 

activities in the basin shall be reviewed or scrutinised in a 

transparent, inclusive manner (with consensus of 

all affected people and stakeholders) for the overall 

health of the basin.

THE PLAN IS 
prepared with 
the objectiVe 

OF RESTORING THE 
wholesomeness 

of the riVer 
GANGA

Ghats on River Ganga in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh
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Formulation 
of Missions

GIVEN THE escalating impacts of human activities on 

the Ganga river basin, the Vision and objectives 

have guided the formulation of eight important areas 

where the focussed corrective actions need to be 

carried out in mission mode, viz.: “aviral dhara”, 

“nirmal dhara”, “ecological restoration”, “sustainable 

agriculture”, “Geological safeguarding”, “basin 

protection against disasters”, “river hazards 

management” and “environmental knowledge-building 

and sensitisation”. the Vision of a wholesome river 

Ganga and the missions needed to be taken up to 

achieve this Vision are depicted in figure above.

V i s i o n  G a n G a  • 201716

M
is

s
iO

N
s

Sustainable 
Agriculture

Ecological 
Restoration

Geological 
Safeguarding

Basin Protection 
Against Disasters

River Hazards 
Management

Environmental 
Knowledge-Building 

and Sensitisation

Aviral Dhara

Nirmal Dhara

visiON

Aviral 
Dhara

Nirmal 
Dhara

Geologic 
Entity

Ecological 
Entity

GANGA RIVER HAS 
a cultural 

and spiritual 
SIGNIFICANCE 

that far 
transcends 

the boundaries 
OF HER BASIN
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Tehri reservoir 
in Uttarakhand
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Strategic Steps and Actions

Note on Mission Nirmal Dhara: Project planning for urban works should begin with preparation of detailed Urban River Management 
Plans (URMP) for Class I towns, and subsequently also for Class II and Class III towns. The URMPs should be followed by preparation  
of DPRs, following which funds should be allocated for project implementation. Fund allocation should be prioritised for projects designed 
to prevent direct discharge of large quantities of liquid waste into the River System (Priority Level I), followed by projects designed 
to prevent direct discharge of large quantities of solid waste into the River System (Priority Level II), followed by projects concerning 
river-frame development and restoration of floodplain in urban areas along the Ganga River System (Priority Level III). Other projects under 
Mission Nirmal Dhara may be executed at still lower priority depending on availability of funds.

MISSION 1

aviral dhara

i. accurate determination of 
nrGb’s hydrological status. 
ii. water resources 
planning with emphasis 
on wetlands, forests and 
distributed groundwater 
and surface water storages. 
iii. increase in water use 
efficiency through: (a) 
realistic pricing of fresh 
water; (b) incentives, 
technical assistance, 
and allocation of water 
rights and entitlements to 
consumers; and (c) reuse 
and recycling of water. 
iv. policy shift with 
emphasis on water 
resource preservation, 
stakeholder control, expert 
guidance and regulation. 
v. ensuring longitudinal river 
connectivity and e-flows at 
dams, barrages, etc., and 
new criteria for approving 
such projects. 
v. regulating water 
withdrawals in water 
depleting regions. 
vi. assessment and 
monitoring of sediment 
resources of the network 
including their quantity, 
quality and nutrient value. 

MISSION 2

nirmal dhara 

i. management of solid 
and liquid wastes 
generated from domestic/
commercial sources. 
ii. riverfront development, 
floodplain management 
and rejuvenation of 
water bodies. 
iii. management of 
industry-generated solid 
and liquid wastes. 
iv. management of 
polluted agricultural 
run-off. 

MISSION 3

ecological 

restoration 

i. restoration of 
longitudinal connectivity 
along with e-flows at 
dams, barrages and other 
obstructions. 
ii. maintenance of lateral 
connectivity across 
floodplains. 
iii. restoration of 
unpolluted rivers. 
iv. regulation of river bed 
farming and sand-mining 
from river beds. 
v. regulation of plying of 
noisy ships, dredging, and 
river modifications. 
vi. control of alien species 
invasions, overfishing and 
fishing during spawning 
seasons. 
vii. river nutrient 
assessment and release 
of sediments trapped 
behind dams/barrages into 
downstream river reaches. 
viii. long-term bio-
monitoring of the Ganga 
river network. 
ix. synergising actions with 
the dolphin conservation 
action plan—2010. 
x. comprehensive research 
on ecological dynamics of 
the river system. 

MISSION 4
 

sustainable 

agriculture 

i. adoption of conservation 
agriculture (no tillage, crop 
diversification, and mulching), 
especially in degrading lands, 
to enhance soil fertility and 
agricultural output with 
resource conservation. 
ii. promotion of organic 
farming where needed or 
economically feasible. 
iii. beneficial water 
and nutrient application 
techniques in rice cultivation, 
such as sri (system of rice 
intensification) and urea 
deep placement. 
iv. promoting other 
established resource 
conservation technologies. 
v. promoting regional 
(landscape-scale) resource 
conservation steps to 
counter monotonous 
agro-ecosystem impacts. 
vi. experimentation, 
adaptability and 
flexibility in agriculture 
to synthesise traditional 
knowledge with 
ongoing and future scientific 
discoveries. 
vii. suitable policy measures 
and strengthening of 
institutional framework. 

V i s i o n  G a n G a  • 201718

Strategic Steps and Actions for revival and long-term security of River Ganga 

are grouped under the different Missions
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IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISM 

The implementation, monitoring, review and evaluation of the Ganga basin’s problems and interventions on a 
long-term basis are difficult through multiple central and state organisations unless they are coordinated 
and over-seen by an independent agency. Hence an independent institution is recommended to be set up for 
this purpose. Moreover, since rivers are prima facie inter-state subjects as per the Constitution, the 
said institution would need adequate resources and authority (under relevant provisions of the Constitution) 
to oversee the activities of multiple sectoral organisations and informal sectors of society insofar as 
they affect River Ganga. GRBMP, therefore, includes the functional requirements of such an institution 
that needs to be established by an act of Parliament, to enable an enduring mechanism for maintaining a 
wholesome River Ganga and sustainable growth in her basin.

MISSION 5

Geological 

safeguarding 

i. control/regulation of 
geologically hazardous 
activities including deep 
groundwater withdrawals, 
underground excavations, 
explosions, tunnelling, 
mining, hydraulic rock 
fracturing, and operation 
of large reservoirs. 
ii. restrictions on 
geomorphologically harmful 
land-use practices such 
as deforestation and 
construction activities on 
hill slopes and floodplains, 
excessive tillage, river 
bed mining, and river bank 
modifications. 
iii. improved drainage of 
low-lying areas and 
disturbed areas 
stabilisation. 
iv. mapping river migration 
zones and geological 
monitoring of basin. 

MISSION 6

basin protection 

against disasters 

i. routine hydro-
meteorological and 
biological events should not 
be countered. 
ii. ecosystems should 
be strengthened against 
catastrophic disasters 
by preserving wetlands, 
promoting mixed vegetation 
and indigenous forests, 
and curbing human land-
use disturbances and 
encroachments. 
iii. floodplain regulations 
and vegetative measures 
to combat extreme river 
floods are preferable to 
embankments/ levees. 
iv. the ecology of forest 
fires and epidemics & 
biological invasions need to 
be studied extensively. until 
then, active interventions to 
counter such events should 
be limited. 
v. deforestation, road and 
building constructions, 
and unsafe debris disposal 
need to be strictly checked 
in the upper Ganga basin 
and other hilly regions to 
minimise land-slides and 
landslips. 
vi. early rejuvenation of 
disaster-struck ecosystems 
should be aided by 
re-introducing indigenous 
species resistant to the 
specific disaster types and 
re-creating an enabling 
physical environment.

MISSION 7

river hazards 

management 

i. basin scale flood-risk 
maps should be prepared 
and linked to an online data 
base and flood warning 
system. 
ii. drainage improvement 
and land reclamation in 
low-lying areas should be 
taken up systematically and 
urgently. 
iii. assessment of soil 
salinity and its mitigation 
strategy to be taken up with 
use of salinity resistant 
crops and soil improvement 
practices. 
iv. alternatives to 
embankments for flood 
management with 
emphasis on ‘living with 
the floods’ concept must 
be emphasised; this may 
include floodplain zoning 
and other nonstructural 
approaches. 
v. research needed on 
sediment dynamics and 
its application in river 
management projects 
for sustainable river 
management strategies. 
vi. some pilot projects may 
be undertaken in partnership 
with state governments, 
e.g.: (a) reactivation of 
paleochannels in the kosi 
basin and design of flood 
spillway; (b) improving 
drainage congestion caused 
by unplanned rail/road 
network; (c) designing 
canals to drain water. 

MISSION 8

environmental knowledge 

building and sensitisation 

i. establishment of a 
comprehensive data bank 
by continuous collection, 
processing and storage 
of information on the 
basin’s natural resources, 
anthropogenic activities, 
and environmental 
monitoring of basin. 
ii. preparation of secondary 
results (representative 
parameters, charts, tables, 
etc.) based on primary data. 
iii. preparation of 
documents and materials 
for easy understanding by 
non-specialised people. 
iv. keeping the above 
information in open 
domain for easy access by 
interested individuals and 
institutions. 
v. conducting educational 
workshops and campaigns 
with stakeholders and 
interested citizens to 
enable their sensitisation 
and comprehensive 
understanding of basin 
processes. 
vi. conducting ground-
level monitoring and field 
researches of the Ganga 
river basin’s environment 
with stakeholder 
participation. 
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This requires significant improvement 

in our understanding of the surface 

and sub-surface hydrological systems. 

By mining past data sets and through 

expanding current data collection 

footprint we can massively increase the knowledge 

of the system. By then providing intelligent 

interfaces to critical stakeholders, policy making 

can truly evolve from reactive to proactive having 

the ability to scenario plan various eventualities.

MOviNG 
TOWaRDs 
aN eviDeNCe 
BaseD POliCy 
MaKiNG

Strategic Initiatives
The present-day River Ganga provides a plethora of learning 
opportunities as much as challenges. The river offers an unparalleled 
opportunity to synergise developmental aspirations and cultural 
diversity with deep learning and visionary enterpreneurship.

1

A seamless single window mechanism 

that will allow the technology companies 

from around the world to participate in 

the river clean-up programme through 

a process that will take their companies 

from technology verification to pilot 

projects and to commercial scale-up.

aCCeleRaTiNG 
TeCHNOlOGy 
TRaNsFeR

2

Ganga basin provides phenomenal entrepreneurship 

opportunity to the most creative technical, scientific 

and business minds. Whether it is establishing an 

advanced sensor network with 

big data analytics, rejuvenating 

a small rivulet/ drain (nallah), or 

rolling out drinking water systems 

to communities, the Ganga basin 

has a plethora of challenges for 

entrepreneurs to solve. A dedicat-

ed platform for entrepreneurs that 

includes technology innovation fund and other special 

incentives will provide a launchpad to those with a 

passion to address the big environmental challenges.

PROviDiNG a 
PlaTFORM FOR WaTeR 
eNTRePReNeURsHiP

8 Strategic high 
economic impact initiatives 
planned to achieve the 
complete potential of the 
Ganga river basin

3

Whilst the Government is putting tremendous capital behind the river 

clean up and rejuvenation, it is equally important to develop market based 

mechanisms that bring about a paradigm shift in how different riparian 

consume water. The first and foremost intervention is to establish the true 

cost of water so that all users can appreciate its value. This coupled with 

other mechanisms such as water rights, water trading will bring about 

equality and parity in water sharing and availability.

DevelOPiNG 
MaRKeT BaseD 
MeCHaNisMs

4
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MaKiNG iNDia a 
GlOBal HUB FOR 
exPORT OF WaTeR 
iNNOvaTiON 5

Through a sustained and intensive activity in the Ganga 

River basin, India stands to become one of the major 

export hub of knowledge around water and river basin 

management. The knowledge will not just be restricted 

to technical advancement but involve governance and 

community engagement aspects.

The magnitude of the capital-spend needed to restore the 

River Ganga to its pristine glory is exceptionally large. 

Without additional other sources of finance, it would 

be difficult for any Government to 

create a budgetary allocation to 

provide for this amount. Innova-

tive financial models are needed 

to attract additional sources of 

capital from both domestic and 

international sources. These include but are not limited to 

technology transfer funds, low cost, long-term and non-

recourse financing, development risk capital and take-out 

financing in form of Yield-Co or through bond markets 

(Rupee denominated – Ganga/Blue bonds).

iNNOvaTive 
FiNaNCiNG MODels

7

India’s global aspiration to be 

a champion of water security 

cannot be attained without a 

comprehensive outreach pro-

gramme. Through the support of 

Indian diplomatic missions the 

establishment of international 

chapters shall help India attract-

ing the best technical and scien-

tific brains as well as in reaching 

out to solve water crises in 

many parts of the world through 

strategic partnerships.

GlOBal WaTeR 
sTeWaRDsHiP

6

The communities lie 

at the very heart of the 

rejuvenation exercise. 

It is the anthropogenic 

activity set that led to the 

degradation of the river 

and it will require the 

collective will of all people 

to bring transformation 

in the state of the river. 

A range of community 

engagement initiatives 

including digital interfacing, 

practical education and most 

importantly empowerment 

through provision of 

custodianship will bring 

about the much needed 

change.

eNGaGiNG 
COMMUNiTies

8

Ganga in Allahabad
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State Ganga Missions
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Uttar Pradesh

Uttarakhand

Bihar

Jharkhand

West Bengal

Ganga River

Ganga River Basin

Ganga River - Main Stem States

Other Indian States
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Uttarakhand

AS THE source of national river Ganga, uttarakhand is 

a most important state for ensuring the wholesomeness 

and integrity of the river. the river and her headstreams 

in the state are not only held in divine esteem by indians, 

but are also a major feature of the state’s picturesque 

setting in the himalayan range. hence, tourism (spiritual, 

religious and recreational) is an important benefit 

for the state, and preserving a near pristine river system 

in the region is of key importance. while industrialisation 

and life-style changes have been relatively slow in 

the state so far, there have been some amount of 

deforestation and urbanisation (especially near the lower 

regions) and increased tourist traffic along with major 

hydro-electric projects (such as the tehri, srinagar and 

kotdwar dams) fragmenting the bhagirathi, alaknanda 

and other rivers. these changes have had significant 

adverse impacts on the Ganga river system, and 

they need to be addressed urgently.

all headstreams 
OF RIVER GANGA 

are not only held in 
diVine esteem 

BY INDIANS, BUT ARE 
also a major feature 

of uttarakhand’s 
PICTURESQUE 
settinG in the 

HIMALAYAN RANGE

KEY MEASURES 
REQUIRED AT 
THE STATE LEVEL

ensuring longitudinal 

connectivity with 

provision for 

e-Flows along with 

development of 

sustainable hydro 

power.
Preparation of 

comprehensive URMPs for 

Class i, Class ii and Class 

iii towns of the state, and 

establishing comprehensive 

sewage and solid waste 

handling/ treatment 

facilities at all urban and 

tourist centres.

ensuring proper 

transport, food and 

fuel facilities to handle 

peak tourist loads 

without stressing the 

region’s ecosystems.

afforestation and slope 

stabilisation along with 

regulation of road and 

building constructions in 

disturbed areas.

Regulation of sand 

and gravel mining 

from river beds.

Widespread 

dissemination of 

knowledge, 

ground-level 

monitoring, and 

increased sensitisation 

and participation of 

stakeholders.

1 

2

3

4

5

6
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Uttar Pradesh

UTTAR PRADESH is a large state that includes a long stretch 

of river Ganga in the plains below uttarakhand and the sub-

basins of many of her important tributaries like the yamuna, 

kali, ramganga and Gomti. it is well populated, and has both 

extensive agricultural lands and industries.

the main Ganga canals (the upper Ganga, middle Ganga and 

lower Ganga canal systems) effect major abstractions from river 

Ganga in her upper reaches of the state, which have affected the 

river over a long period of time. coupled with this problem are 

the large quantities of untreated and partially treated municipal 

sewage from urban centres and trade effluents from industrial 

clusters discharging into the river and her tributaries. the net 

result is extremely high pollution levels in the main river and her 

major tributaries like the yamuna, kali and Gomti rivers, which 

constitute a major threat to both humans and river biodiversity.

the figure below shows the most polluted stretches at a 

glance. the immersion of dead bodies and animal carcasses 

in the river and the increasing chemical fertiliser and pesticide 

laden runoff from agricultural fields have added to the 

problems. in addition, dams and barrages erected on the rivers 

have disrupted the habitats of many river species like the 

Gangetic dolphin and affected their populations.
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Sonipat

Delhi

Faridabad

Aligarh

Vrindavan

Agra

Moradabad

Bareilly

Lucknow

Kanpur

Betwa River

Chambal River

Ken River

yamuna River

Kali River

Ganga River

Gomti River

Ganga River

Allahabad

Mirzapur

H
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o
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iv
e

r

Mathura

Haridwar

Varanasi

Meerut

Garhmukteshwar

Most Polluted Segments

River

Most Polluted Stretch

Moderately Polluted Stretch

Yamuna Basin (Part)

Ramganga Basin

Gomti Basin

LE
G

E
N

D

KEY MEASURES 
REQUIRED AT 
THE STATE LEVEL

Preparation and implementation 
of comprehensive URMPs for 

all Class i, Class ii and 
Class iii towns of the state, and 

establishing comprehensive 
sewage and solid waste 

handling/treatment facilities 
at all urban centres. The 

major towns identified for 
priority action are vrindavan, 

Mathura and agra (on River 
yamuna), Moradabad (on River 

Ramganga), lucknow (on 
River Gomti), and Haridwar, 
Garhmukhteshwar, Kanpur, 
allahabad and varanasi (on 

River Ganga).

ensuring longitudinal 
connectivity with provision 
for e-Flows at dams, 
barrages and other 
structures.

Developing Canals and 
Urban Natural Drains for 
multipurpose applications 
such as recreation 
and surface transport, 
groundwater recharge, 
hydropower, irrigation, etc.

Regulation of river bed 
farming and sand-mining 
from river beds.

Promotion of sustainable 
agriculture with 

resource conservation 
measures.

increase in water use 
efficiency through: (i) realistic 
pricing of fresh water; 
(ii) incentives, technical 
assistance, and allocation of 
water rights and entitlements 
to consumers; and (iii) reuse 
and recycling of water.Control of water 

withdrawals in 
water-depleting 

regions.

Control of alien species 
invasions, overfishing 
and fishing during 
spawning seasons.Widespread 

dissemination of 
knowledge, 

ground-level 
monitoring, 

and increased 
sensitisation and 

participation of 
stakeholders.

1 

2

3

4

5

6 

7

8

9

10 

Water resources 
planning with 

emphasis on wetlands, 
forests and distributed 

groundwater 
and surface water 

storages.
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Bihar

BIHAR is also a large state that includes a long stretch 

of river Ganga in the plains down-stream of uttar 

pradesh and covers the sub-basins of many of her 

important tributaries like the Ghagra, Gandak, baghmati, 

kosi and sone rivers. bihar is well populated, and has 

fertile agricultural lands, industries and urban centres.

consequently significant quantities of untreated and 

partially treated municipal sewage from major towns and 

trade effluents from industrial clusters discharge into the 

river and her tributaries. the net result is high pollution 

levels in the main river and some of her tributaries which 

affect the health of both humans and the river.

in addition, a few large dams and barrages (e.g. 

indrapuri barrage on the sone river) have been erected 

on some of the rivers that affect river species. more 

significantly, repeated river channelisation and other 

flood control works (like levees) have affected river 

morphology and stability of many of her flood-prone 

rivers like the kosi river. 

repeated riVer 
CHANNELISATION 
and other flood 
control works 
haVe affected 

RIVER MORPHOLOGY 
and stability of 

many of her 
FLOOD-PRONE RIVERS 

like the kosi riVer

KEY MEASURES 
REQUIRED AT 
THE STATE LEVEL

Preparation and 
implementation of 

comprehensive URMPs 
for all Class i, Class ii 

and Class iii towns of the 
state, and establishing 

comprehensive sewage 
and solid waste handling/ 

treatment facilities at all 
urban centres.

Flood management through 
floodplain zoning, drainage 
improvement, other 
non-structural measures 
and scientific sediment 
management.

ensuring longitudinal 
connectivity with 

provision for e-Flows 
at dams, barrages and 

other structures.

Developing Canals and 
Urban Natural Drains for 
multipurpose applications 
such as recreation 
and surface transport, 
groundwater recharge, 
hydropower, irrigation, etc.

Promotion of 
sustainable 

agriculture with 
resource 

conservation 
measures.

Regulation of sand-mining 
from river beds.

1 

2

3

4

5

6

Water resources 
planning with emphasis 

on wetlands, forests and 
distributed groundwater 

and surface water 
shortages.

7

increase in water use 
efficiency through: (i) realistic 
pricing of fresh water; 
(ii) incentives, technical 
assistance, and allocation of 
water rights and entitlements 
to consumers; and
(iii) reuse and recycling 
of water.

8

Widespread dissemination 
of knowledge, ground-

level monitoring, and 
increased sensitisation 

and participation of 
stakeholders.

9
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Jharkhand

JHARKHAND state is located downstream of 

bihar as the Ganga flows. much of the state, located 

on the chhota nagpur plateau, is hilly and 

forest-covered. major industries include mining, 

mineral processing, and steel industries.

consequently there are several large cities and 

industrial clusters that are an important source of 

pollutant discharges. besides, there are several 

hydro-electric projects and large irrigation dams such 

as the maithon, tilaya, panchet and tenughat dams 

on rivers barakar and damodar and the icha 

and chandil dams on river subarnarekha which 

affect river flows and biodiversity.

there are seVeral 
LARGE CITIES 

and industrial 
clusters 

in jharkhand 
that are 

AN IMPORTANT 
source 

of pollutant 
DISCHARGES

KEY MEASURES 
REQUIRED AT 
THE STATE LEVEL

Preparation and 
implementation of 

comprehensive URMPs for 
all Class i, Class ii and Class 

iii towns of the state, and 
establishing comprehensive 

sewage and solid waste 
handling/ treatment facilities 

at all urban centres.

ensuring longitudinal 
connectivity with provision 
for e-Flows at dams, 
barrages and other 
structures.

Promotion of 
sustainable 
agriculture 

with resource 
conservation 

measures.

afforestation and slope 
stabilisation along with 
regulation of road and 
building constructions in 
disturbed areas.

Developing Canals and 
Urban Natural Drains 

for multipurpose 
applications such as 

recreation and surface 
transport, groundwater 
recharge, hydropower, 

irrigation, etc.

Regulation of sand-mining 

from river beds.

Water resources 
planning with 
emphasis on 

wetlands, forests 
and distributed 

groundwater and 
surface water 

storages.
Widespread dissemination 
of knowledge, ground-level 
monitoring, and increased 
sensitisation and participation 
of stakeholders.
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West Bengal

THE STATE of west bengal lies at the downstream 

end of the Ganga basin. but its critical importance in 

the basin accrues from the vast Ganges delta (covering 

the sundarban mangroves) which it shares with the 

neighbouring country, bangladesh.

in fact, most of the state lies in the flat deltaic plains 

with high rainfall and frequent floods, with only the 

northern part covering some of the himalayan foothills. 

like much of uttar pradesh and bihar, it is a fertile 

region that hosts a dense population and has extensive 

agriculture as well as many industries. its megalopolis 

capital, kolkata, located on the western edge of the delta, 

was earlier also a major seaport and besides has many 

industries in and around it (such as in the neighbouring 

districts of howrah, hooghly and north 24 paraganas).

industries are also clustered in burdwan district 

neighbouring jharkhand and elsewhere. as a 

consequence of these factors and several large hydro-

electric projects and dams such as the maithon and 

panchet dams, and the farakka, tilpara and durgapur 

barrages, river Ganga, her tributaries and the outfalls 

have been significantly affected.

west benGal’s 
CRITICAL IMPORTANCE 

in the basin 
accrues from the 

VAST GANGES 
delta which it 

shares with the 
NEIGHBOURING 

country,
banGladesh

KEY MEASURES 
REQUIRED AT 
THE STATE LEVEL

Preparation and implementation 
of comprehensive URMPs for 
all Class i, Class ii and Class 

iii towns of the state, and 
establishing comprehensive 

sewage and solid waste 
handling/ treatment facilities at 

all urban centres.
ensuring longitudinal 
connectivity with 
provision for e-Flows 
at dams, barrages and 
other structures.

Developing Canals 
and Urban Natural 

Drains for multipurpose 
applications such as 

recreation and surface 
transport, groundwater 
recharge, hydropower, 

irrigation, etc.

Flood management 
through floodplain 
zoning, drainage 
improvement, other 
non-structural measures 
and scientific 
sediment management.

Promotion of 
sustainable 

agriculture with 
resource conservation 

measures.

Regulation of deep 
groundwater extraction 
to control arsenic 
contamination spreading 

across the basin.

Control of alien 
species invasions, 

overfishing and 
fishing during 

spawning seasons.

Regulation of river dredging 
and plying of noisy vessels, 
especially around Kolkata 

and near the river mouth.

Widespread dissemination 
of knowledge, ground-

level monitoring, and 
increased sensitisation 

and participation of 
stakeholders.

1 

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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